Title:

Topic:

General Purpose:

Specific Purpose:

Central Idea:

Time: 4 +/- 1 minute

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Attention-getter:

B. Credibility material:

C. Relevance to audience:

D. Preview of speech:

*Transition from introduction to body: (Transitions should be typed in italics).*

II. BODY

A. Body main point I

1. First subpoint
2. Second subpoint

Transition from first main point to second main point:

B. Body main point II
   1. First subpoint
   2. Second subpoint

Transition from the second main point to the third main point:

C. Body main point III
   1. First subpoint
   2. Second subpoint

Transition from body to conclusion:

III. CONCLUSION

A. Summary statement:

B. Audience response statement:

C. Wow Statement:
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